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1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION

WCAP-16500-P-A (Reference 1) describes the Combustion Engineering 16x16 Next Generation Fuel
(CE 16x16 NGF) assembly design and the methods and models for evaluating its acceptability.
Subsequent to the approval of that topical report, changes which require prior NRC review and approval
are identified and described in this supplement. The purposes of this supplement are:

To describe three evolutionary changes to the CE 16x1 6 NGF spacer grid designs being pursued
that, in combination, will further improve the grid-to-rod fretting (GTRF) resistance of the fuel
and its resistance to crud formation while improving the fabricability of the spacer grid straps.
The changes to the design are all related to the mid and intermediate flow-mixing (IFM) spacer
grids. All other features of the CE 16x16 NGF design remain the same as described in
WCAP- 16500-P-A.

" To describe the manner in which the Combustion Engineering (CE) seismic and loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) methodology (Reference 3) is being modified in response to concerns raised by
NRC Information Notice 2012-09 (Reference 2).

1.1.1 Evolutionary Changes to CE 16x16 NGF

The driving forces and goals of the original CE 16x16 NGF design included improving fuel reliability by
improving GTRF margin, improving fuel performance for high duty operation, and providing enhanced
thermal margin.

Although the original CE 16x16 NGF designs have operated successfully in Lead Test Assemblies
(LTAs)/Lead Use Assemblies (LUAs) and full core applications, evaluations of Post-Irradiation
Examination (PIE) data and fabrication experience gained through the manufacture of several full regions
of CE 16xl6 NGF have identified three evolutionary changes to the mid and/or IFM spacer grid designs
that, in combination, can further improve their GTRF performance and resistance to crud formation while
improving fabricability of CE16x16 NGF straps. The three changes are identified as:

* Modified Outer Strap (MOS)
* additional Outer Strap Tab (OST)
0 1 ]alc

The timing and extent of implementation of these changes will be at the discretion of Westinghouse and
its customers, except that the [ ja'c change will not be implemented unless the MOS change is also
implemented.

The MOS change improves the GTRF performance of the CE 16x16 NGF mid grids. Although all the CE
16x 16 NGF PIE inspections have demonstrated acceptable GTRF performance, the inspection results
have identified a particular CE 16xi6 NGF mid grid rod support feature as having less GTRF margin than
other rod support features in the same design. This limiting feature is the mid grid outer strap dimple. To
improve the overall GTRF performance of the mid grids, the MOS design eliminates the outer strap
dimple completely by employing I-springs in all outer strap locations. In the panels opposite the new
outer strap spring locations the outward facing springs on the outermost inner straps are replaced by
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dimples to preserve the spring-opposing-dimples configuration used in all Westinghouse spacer grid
designs.

PIE inspections have identified an area of the CE 16xl6 NGF assembly that is more susceptible than
other regions to crud formation on the peripheral fuel rods. This area is in the middle of the fuel assembly
face, downstream of the spacer grids, directly above the only location on the face of the spacer grids
where there are no lead-in tabs in the original CE 16x1 6 NGF. The OST change reduces the crud
deposition in this region by adding lead-in tabs to the outer strap at that location.

The fabrication experience after manufacturing several full regions of the CE 16x1 6 NGF design has
highlighted the difficulties associated with the straps being [

I"C. Changing to [ Ia'c aligns CE
16x16 NGF grids with all other straight strap grids used in Westinghouse fuel designs, results in more
consistent dimensional control of the coil and the strap features, simplifies the strap fabrication process,
and reduces the propensity for crack formation during strap fabrication.

1.1.2 NRC Information Notice 2012-09

Two of the primary functional requirements for fuel assembly spacer grids are 1) to maintain the fuel rods
in a coolable array and 2) to maintain the guide tube spacing to allow insertion of control element
assemblies. Compliance with these requirements is demonstrated by either I) showing that loads on
spacer grids, particularly during seismic and LOCA events, are smaller than the grid strengths, or 2) via a
coolability analysis. Per the Standard Review Plan (SRP 4.2, Reference 5), spacer grid strengths are
determined by testing as-built spacer grids. As explained in SRP 4.2 the rationale for testing as-built
spacer grids is that Pent (the crushing load or grid strength) will increase with irradiation, ductility will be
reduced, and the extra margin in Pent for irradiated spacer grids is assumed to offset the unknown
deformation behaviour of irradiated spacer grids beyond Pent. However, per NRC Information Notice
2012-09, recent operating experience challenges this assumption. In particular, the Information Notice
states "Effects that can influence structural strength include neutron fluence (e.g., grid spring relaxation,
irradiation hardening, growth, cladding creep down), corrosion (e.g., thinning, hydrogen uptake), and
operating conditions (e.g., temperature) up to the approved limits on fuel assembly bumup and service
life, as applicable... Spacer grid spring relaxation could have a significant effect on two aspects of the
core dynamics model: fuel bundle stiffness and spacer grid strength. Reduced spring force would lower
the effective bundle stiffness and may lower the strength of the spacer grid."

Section 3.0 describes the manner in which the structural analysis of fuel assemblies (Reference 3) is being
modified in response to the NRC concern identified in NRC Information Notice 2012-09 challenging the
assumption relating to grid strength in SRP 4.2.

1.2 SUMMARY

As a result of data from post irradiation examinations and manufacturing experience, three evolutionary
changes to the original CE 16x 16 NGF spacer grids are identified: MOS, to improve GTRF performance;
OST, to reduce the propensity for crud deposition on peripheral fuel rods; and [ I", to improve strap
fabricability. The timing and extent of implementation of these changes will be at the discretion of
Westinghouse and its customers, except that the [ ]ac change will not be implemented unless the MOS
change is also implemented.
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Other than their intended effects, the effects of the MOS and OST changes are minimal - small changes to
the grid loss coefficients and small changes to the spacer grid strengths and stiffnesses. Such changes are
routinely accounted for in the standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance with the applicable
design criteria. None of the design criteria have changed, and no new methodologies are used as a result
of these changes.

The pertinent effects of the [ ]f.C change are [ Ja'c, changes in spacer grid
strengths and stiffnesses, and a slight reduction in GTRF margin. The I ]a" can be
accommodated in CE cores without creating fuel handling difficulties. The changes in spacer grid
strengths and stiffnesses are expected to be small and will be accounted for explicitly in the plant specific
seismic/LOCA analyses to assess acceptability relative to applicable design criteria. None of the design
criteria has changed, and no new methodologies are used as a result of these changes. GTRF margin will
remain adequate to ensure susceptibility to these types of failures will not increase.

The approach that will be used for seismic/LOCA testing of CE fuel in response to concerns raised by
NRC IN 2012-09 is described in Section 3.0. The approach is applicable to both CE 16x]6 NGF
(including the variants described herein and future minor variants) and other CE designs. Fuel assembly
structural tests and spacer grid tests are to be performed with gapped grid cells to simulate EOL
conditions. Damping will be determined from testing performed in flowing water to more realistically
simulate conditions during operation. Application of the test results in seismic/LOCA analyses will
continue to be as prescribed by CENPD- 178-P (Reference 3). Maximum credible grid deformation will
be used to determine the flow area reduction for coolability analyses that will be required if predicted grid
impact loads exceed grid strengths.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF DESIGN CHANGES

Three evolutionary changes to the mid and/or IFM spacer grid designs are being made: Modified Outer
Strap, additional Outer Strap Tab and 1 ]'. A detailed description of each of the
changes and their effects on fuel performance and the relevant design criteria are given in the following
sections.

2.1 MODIFIED OUTER STRAP (MOS)

2.1.1 Impetus for MOS Change

The PIE inspections of CE 16x16 NGF LTAs/LUAs and full regions of CE 16x16 NGF have
demonstrated a significant improvement in GTRF resistance relative to the standard (i.e., non-NGF) CE
designs. Detailed evaluations of the PIE measurements indicate that for CE 16x16 NGF the limiting rod
support feature with respect to GTRF margin is the outer strap dimple. Therefore, the impetus for the
MOS design change is to replace all outer strap dimples with outer strap I-springs to eliminate the
increased potential for wear on the outer strap dimples.

2.1.2 Description of MOS Change

In the original CE 16xl 6 NGF design, rod support dimples on the outer straps alternate with I-springs. In
the MOS design the rod support dimples on the grids' outer straps have been replaced by I-springs that are
identical to the other I-springs that were already present on the outer straps. The outward facing I-springs
on the outermost inner straps have been replaced by dimples. These specific changes to the outer strap
and the outermost inner strap are described below.

The replacement of the dimples with I-springs on the outer straps is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Unpin~e repbcm by I-qwmig

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
A

1, 4 4)0, 4ý hi, 4ýý 4`1ý- 4'1'1,

Fig re- omparisto Desin M6x1Nd Modifi O ur S trp en

Figure 2-1, Comparison of CE 16x16 NGF Original (Current) and Modified Outer Strap Features
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For peripheral grid cells in which outer strap dimples are replaced by outer strap I-springs, the opposing

outward facing inner strap springs are replaced with dimples to preserve the spring-opposing-dimple

configuration used in all Westinghouse spacer grid designs (Figure 2-2).

Dimples <

Spring Spring

0
Outermost
Inner Strap

j

I
Outer
Strap

Outermost
Inner Strap

Outer
Strap

Figure 2-2, Comparison of Spring-Dimple Arrangements in Peripheral Cells with Outer Strap

Dimples Replaced by Spring, Inner Strap Spring Replaced by Dimples

The opposing inner strap panels already have a dimple pair on the inboard side of the strap, which results

in each of these panels now having two sets of dimples (referred to as "double dimple" panels), with one

dimple pair facing inward and the other dimple pair facing outward. The CE 16x 16 NGF top grid already
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employs straps on the grid's centerlines with double dimple cells, as do most all of the Westinghouse

spacer grids. The modification to the outermost inner straps is shown in Figure 2-3.

I Moifmoduip

Wood mok

kwwpndedub

Figure 2-3, Comparison of CE 16x16 NGF Current and Modified Outermost Inner Strap

Figure 2-4 is an illustration of an unvaned spacer grid assembly with modified outer straps.

Figure 2-4, CE 16x16 NGF MOS Spacer Grid Assembly (Unvaned)
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2.1.3 Effects of MOS Change

The MOS design changes have certain physical effects that may impact some of the design bases
addressed in WCAP-16500-P-A. These effects are:

Thermal/Hydraulic Effects

* Grid loss coefficients - The MOS geometry changes result in a very small reduction in the loss
coefficients of the MOS grids relative to the original NGF grids.

* Pressure drop - The small reductions in loss coefficients result in a very small reduction in
grid/fuel assembly pressure drop.

* Flow distribution - The small changes in loss coefficients result in small changes in flow
distribution within the MOS fuel assembly and between fuel assemblies in mixed assembly cores.

These thermal/hydraulic effects do not require changes to methodology discussed in WCAP-16500-P-A,
but do impact some of the design bases discussed in WCAP-16500-P-A to a minor extent. The effects are
explicitly accounted for in standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance with the applicable design
criteria, which remain unchanged.

Mechanical Effects

" Grid strength/stiffness - The replacement of dimple pairs with I-springs in the outer straps and the
replacement of outward facing springs in the outermost inner straps with dimple pairs slightly
changes the amount/configuration of material available to carry lateral loads applied to the spacer
grids. Differences in the lateral load path could affect the grid's stiffness and/or the grid's
strength. Strength/stiffness testing has been performed in accordance with licensed CE
methodology, as defined in Reference 3. The actual MOS grid strengths and stiffnesses from
these tests will be used in the plant specific seismic/LOCA analyses to assess acceptability
relative to applicable design criteria at BOL conditions. MOS grid strengths and stiffnesses
determined per Section 3.2 will be used in the plant specific seismic/LOCA analyses at EOL
conditions.

" GTRF performance - The MOS changes were made explicitly to increase the GTRF margin of the
CE 16x16 NGF mid grids by replacing the more limiting outer strap dimples with outer strap
springs. PIE results demonstrate the superior GTRF performance of the outer strap springs
relative to the outer strap dimples. However, the effect of the associated changes to the outermost
inner straps on GTRF margin was uncertain. Consequently, a dual assembly test was performed
in the VIPER loop that demonstrates that the implementation of double dimples on the outermost
inner straps does not reduce GTRF margin in those locations. That result, combined with the PIE
results contrasting the performance of outer strap springs versus outer strap dimples, ensures that
the MOS design provides superior GTRF margin when compared to the original CE 16x16 NGF
design.
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2.1.4 Conclusions Concerning MOS Change

The MOS change accomplishes its goal of improving GTRF fretting margin. The other effects of the
change are associated with small reductions to the grid loss coefficients and small changes to the spacer
grid strengths and stiffnesses. Such changes are accounted for in the standard analyses used to
demonstrate compliance with the applicable design criteria. None of the design criteria has changed, and
no new methodologies are used as a result of the MOS change.

2.2 ADDITIONAL OUTER STRAP TAB (OST) DESIGN CHANGE

2.2.1 Impetus for OST Change

PIE inspections of the CE 16x 16 NGF design have consistently shown that the heaviest crud deposition
occurred on the two peripheral fuel rods that straddle the center of the assembly (i.e., Rods 8 and 9, see
Figure 2-5) and occurred on all faces of the assembly in Spans 8 and 9. Although crud models predicted
the deposition of crud at this location, similar and higher levels of crud were predicted for other areas of
the assemblies where PIE observations indicated the crud was less pronounced.

The mid and IFM grids have lead-in tabs at both the top and the bottom of the outer straps between
adjacent fuel rods at all locations except between Rods 8 and 9. The primary purpose of these tabs was
originally to prevent hang-ups between fuel assemblies during handling. However, the PIE results
indicate the tabs' presence also provides a flow mixing benefit, with their absence between Rods 8 and 9
being a contributing factor to the increased crud deposition at that location. Detailed Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) modeling of a mixed core scenario has confirmed the presence of thermal-hydraulic
conditions in the rod subchannel locations without the lead-in tabs that promote crud deposition.
Therefore, the OST design change has been initiated to include lead-in tabs between Rods 8 and 9 on the
tops and bottoms of the mid and IFM grids.
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Figure 2-5, Rods 8 and 9 and Omitted Tab on Original CE 16x16 NGF

2.2.2 Description of OST Change

The OST design change affects the mid and IFM grid outer straps and the four mid grid inner straps that
are welded to the outer straps adjacent to the new tabs.

The modification to the mid and IFM grid outer straps consists of adding a top and bottom lead-in tab
between Rods 8 and 9, as shown in Figure 2-6. The added lead-in tabs are similar to the other lead-in tabs
on the straps.

The four mid grid inner straps that are welded to the outer straps adjacent to the new tabs are modified to
provide support of the lead-in tabs added to the outer straps by enlarging their buttresses. This results in
the buttresses on these inner straps being similar to the buttresses on all of the other inner straps (Figure
2-6). The corresponding inner straps for the IFM grids are not being modified because, unlike these
straps on the mid grids, these inner straps in the IFM grids already provide the same support of the outer
strap as the other inner strap locations.
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Truncated Buttress

Tabs Omitted

Full AM

Tabs Present

Figure 2-6, CE 16x16 NGF MOS Un-vaned Spacer Grid Assembly without and with OST Change
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2.2.3 Effects of OST Change

The OST design change has certain physical effects that impact some of the design bases addressed in
WCAP- 16500-P-A. These effects are:

Thermal/Hydraulic Effects

" Grid loss coefficients - The OST geometry change results in a negligibly small increase in the loss
coefficient relative to the original NGF grids.

• Pressure drop - The negligible change in grid loss coefficient has no impact on calculated
grid/fuel assembly pressure drop.

" Flow distribution - Due to the small change in the channel loss coefficient in the channel with the
additional tab, there are small changes in flow distribution within the OST fuel assembly and
between fuel assemblies in mixed assembly cores.

These thermal/hydraulic effects do not require changes to methodology discussed in WCAP-16500-P-A,
but do impact some of the design bases discussed in WCAP-16500-P to a minor extent. The effects are
explicitly accounted for in standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance with the applicable design
criteria, which remain unchanged.

Mechanical Effects

" Grid strength/stiffness - The material added to the outer straps for the implementation of the OST
change is at the ends of the straps adjacent to unsupported edges so it does not affect the load path
of the spacer grids during lateral loadings. In addition, the location of the extra material is not
limiting with respect to grid strength since it is in the center of the grid where the rows adjacent to
the additional material are supported by the center guide tube. Furthermore, the material added to
the ends of the centermost inner straps will have a negligible effect on grid strength and stiffness.
Therefore, any effect of the OST change on grid mechanical characteristics is concluded to be
negligible.

" GTRF performance - The rod support features and the materials of the grids remain the same with
the OST change, so mechanically there is no effect on the GTRF performance of the fuel
assembly. Hydraulically, the OST change makes the Rod 8-9 portion of the grid face nearly
identical to the rest of the grid face. Therefore, the OST change is also concluded to have no
hydraulic effect on the GTRF performance of the fuel assembly.

2.2.4 Conclusions Concerning OST Change

The OST change will improve resistance to crud formation without affecting GTRF fretting margin and
will have a negligible effect on grid mechanical characteristics. The other effects of the change are
associated with a small change to the channel loss coefficient in the channel with the additional tab. Such
effects are routinely accounted for in the standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance with the
applicable design criteria. None of the design criteria has changed, and no new methodologies are used as
a result of the OST change.
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2.3 [ ]a'c DESIGN CHANGE

2.3.1 Impetus for [ 1],C Change

As described in WCAP-16500-P-A (Reference 1), the original CE 16x16 NGF mid and IFM grids are
fabricated from Low Tin ZIRLOTMI [ 1a"c straps. The [ ]a1c had
been used previously and is still used on some other types of CE grid stampings. The vast majority of
Westinghouse grid stampings are fabricated using the [ ]a'c.

The fabrication experience after manufacturing several full regions of the CE 16x 16 NGF design has
highlighted the difficulties associated with I

1"c. In addition to [ 1a'c fabrication being more 2-9

challenging and variable than [ ]' fabrication, the [
inner straps is particularly troublesome because of the complicated process required to [

1"'C of the NGF

a,c. As a result,

I I aC.'
which can affect the process yield significantly. [ ]a'c also have less margin against
cracking of formed feature during strap fabrication. These difficulties can lead to excessive scrap rates
and scheduler delays.

2.3.2 Description of[ ]•'c Change

The material used to fabricate spacer grid straps (Low Tin ZIRLO material) is unchanged, but straps will
be fabricated such that I
material coil in lieu of or

]fic Figure 2-7).

Low Tin ZIRLO is a trademark or registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC in the United
States and may be registered in other countries throughout the world. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is
strictly prohibited.
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a,c

Figure 2-7, [ ]8,c

2.3.3 Effects of I " Change

The [ ]S' design change has certain physical effects that impact some of the design bases addressed in
WCAP- 16500-P-A. These effects are:

Thermal/Hydraulic Effects

The change in [ Ia"' does not result in any appreciable changes to the as-built geometry
of the mid or IFM spacer grids. Therefore, there are no thermal/hydraulic effects.

Mechanical Effects

* Rod support characteristics - Zirconium alloys are [
I"'. These differences may result in

small changes in the load-deflection characteristics of the spacer grid cells. Confirmatory testing
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for cell stiffness is performed with the results explicitly accounted for in standard analyses to
document the acceptability of the cell stiffnesses with respect to applicable design criteria.

Grid strength/stiffness - The grid stiffness and strength properties are dependent on both the
strap/grid geometries and the material properties of the straps. The basic strap and grid
geometries will remain unchanged, and any minor changes to the rod support features discussed
above are expected to have a negligible effect on the stiffnesses and strengths of the grids. There
are some material property differences between the [ a'c,
but based on testing of other grid designs with [ ja'c straps,
the expectation is any difference in grid stiffnesses and strengths due to the [

I ac will be minimal, since historically the differences have been within the normal
testing variation. Strength/stiffness testing will be performed in accordance with licensed CE
methodology, as defined in Reference 3. The actual [ I•' grid strengths and stiffnesses from
these tests will be used in the plant specific seismic/LOCA analyses to assess acceptability
relative to applicable design criteria at BOL conditions. [ JS.C grid strengths and stiffnesses
determined per Section 3.2 will be used in the plant specific seismic/LOCA analyses at EOL
conditions.

Spacer grid [ Jac - The change from
]I." of the grid. The [

]a'c for the CE 16x16 NGF straps, but the change to 81'

will produce some [ ]1"c of the grids relative to the 2 ]C
Low Tin ZIRLO straps of the original CE 16x16 NGF grids. Explicitly accounting for the

]a" will continue to be adequate to prevent fuel handling difficulties.

1".C also influences GTRF performance through its effect on the [
This effect is discussed below.

GTRF performance - The thermal/hydraulic discussion above concludes that any hydraulic
parameter changes due to [ I ac are negligible, so hydraulically there is no
effect on the GTRF performance of the grid. Mechanically, the GTRF performance of a grid is
dependent on the load-deflection characteristics of the rod support features, the final relaxed
shapes of the grid springs, and the [ 1]', which includes the effects of [

1', the relaxation rate of the grid spring, and fuel rod creepdown (which
is not affected by the [ ]1" change).

The grids fabricated from [ I"' are designed to have only minimal
differences in the load-deflection characteristics of the rod support features and in the relaxed
shapes of the grid springs, resulting in a negligible effect on GTRF performance. The only effects
of the [ ]a, change on the [ Iac are associated with the [

in'. The [ ]a'c is estimated to be very small.
The slight decrease in GTRF margin resulting from the [ ]a'c can be mitigated with
the application of the MOS design, with its increase in GTRF margin for the limiting rod support
geometry, along with the [ 1e change.
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2.3.4 Conclusions Concerning [ ] Change

The [ ]2.C change may result in some reduction of GTRF margin due to [ ]•.
This reduction for the limiting rod support geometry can be mitigated with the application of the MOS
design along with the [ Ia"c change. Therefore, the [ ]a,¢ change will not be implemented unless the
MOS change is also implemented. The [ I"' change may result in some minor changes to the spacer
grid strengths and stiffnesses. Such changes will be identified by testing in accordance with approved
methodology and are routinely accounted for in the standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance
with the applicable design criteria. None of the design criteria has changed, and no new methodologies
are used, as a result of the 1 1 '€ change.

2.4 COMBINED CHANGES

The only restriction on implementation of the three changes described in the previous sections is that, as
discussed in Section 2.3.4, [ Ia"c will not be implemented unless the MOS change is also implemented.
The continued use of the original CE 16x16 NGF design, as described in WCAP 16500-P-A (Reference
1), is also acceptable.

The physical effects of combined changes would be of the same nature as described above for the
individual changes (i.e., the physical effects would be limited to changes in loss coefficients and the
associated changes in pressure drop and flow distribution; grid strength/stiffness; rod support
characteristics; grid width; and GTRF performance), but could be slightly different in magnitude. For
example, if MOS is combined with OST, the grid strength and stiffness, the rod support characteristics,
the grid width, and the GTRF performance would be the same as for MOS alone, and the reduction in
crud deposition would be the same as for OST alone; however, the loss coefficient would be different than
for MOS or OST individually. All of these physical effects will be determined either by testing or
analysis and will be accounted for in the standard analyses used to demonstrate compliance with the
applicable design criteria for the specific combination of features being implemented at a plant. None of
the design criteria has changed, and no new methodologies are used as a result of any combination of
these design changes.
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3 APPROACH TO ADDRESS CONCERNS RAISED BY NRC
INFORMATION NOTICE 2012-09

3.1 CURRENT SEISMIC/LOCA METHODOLOGY

CENPD- 178-P (Reference 3) describes the approved methodology used to perform the structural analysis
of fuel assemblies for seismic and LOCA loading for fuel designed for CE plants. This methodology is
consistent with the beginning-of-life assumption in the NRC guidance used to evaluate external forces
(SRP 4.2). The first step in the process described in CENPD-178-P is to perform a battery of tests on a
fuel assembly and on individual spacer grids. The fuel assembly tests include:

* Lateral load-deflection test to obtain a normalized displacement shape.

" Forced vibration test to obtain natural frequencies and critical damping ratios.

" Lateral pluck vibration test to obtain modelling information (natural frequency and critical
damping ratio) needed to simulate the pluck impact test.

" Pluck impact test to validate the fuel assembly model and to derive one-sided spacer grid impact
stiffness.

The spacer grid tests are performed with as-built cell settings and include:

" One-sided impact test, in which a spacer grid that is loaded with fuel rods and guide tubes that are
approximately one grid span in length is dropped onto a rigid surface. This test is used to confirm
one-sided spacer grid impact stiffness, to obtain the coefficient of restitution of the grid, and to
obtain the one-sided grid strength.

" Static compression of a spacer grid loaded with short sections of fuel tubes and guide tubes. This
test is used to obtain the spacer grid through-grid stiffness.

" Through-grid impact test, in which a spacer grid is loaded with fuel rods and guide tubes that are
approximately one grid span in length and is compressed against a rigid surface by a hydraulic
actuator programmed to deliver a pulse shape representative of those during a seismic/LOCA
event. This test is used to obtain the through-grid strength.

" A "maximum hypothetical deformation test", in which a spacer grid is loaded with short sections
of fuel tubes and is compressed until a solid load path develops across the grid straps, fuel rods
and guide tubes, to determine the maximum flow area reduction possible within spacer grids that
are loaded beyond their strength. This information is used if a coolability analysis is required in
the event that the analysis predicts excessive grid deformation.

The data obtained from the test program are used to develop the fuel assembly models for the reactor
internals and the full core analyses of seismic and LOCA events. The outputs from the reactor internals
analyses are used to determine stresses on the reactor internals and to determine core plate motions that
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are used in the full core analysis. The core analysis is performed to predict fuel assembly deflected
shapes and grid impact loads. The deflected shapes are used in a more detailed model of the fuel
assembly to determine fuel assembly stresses, and the grid impact loads are compared to the grid
strengths to determine whether or not excessive grid deformation will occur.

3.2 CHANGES TO SEISMIC/LOCA METHODOLOGY IN RESPONSE TO NRC
INFORMATION NOTICE 2012-09

As identified in IN 2012-09 the NRC staff is currently considering appropriate steps to clarify SRP 4.2
and will evaluate this issue when reviewing submittals involving fuel assembly structural response. As
such, changes to the approved methodology are discussed in the following, which addresses the concern
described in IN 2012-09. These changes are intended to apply to all CE fuel designs on a forward fit
basis. With just a few exceptions, as discussed below, the same methodology described in CENPD-178-P
(Reference 3) will be used to obtain the inputs required to model the fuel assembly and to perform the
seismic and LOCA analyses for BOL and EOL conditions for CE 16x16 NGF designs and for other CE
fuel designs. The more significant exceptions to CENPD-178-P are:

1) For EOL conditions, fuel assembly and spacer grid tests will be performed using spacer grids
with gapped cells to simulate EOL conditions. As discussed in a recent Westinghouse submittal
(Reference 6) for the AP1000®' Pressurized Water Reactor, gaps that form between the grid
springs and the fuel rods are the primary contributor to the reduction in grid strength and stiffness
that occurs at EOL conditions and to the reduction in fuel assembly natural frequency. The gap
size used in the tests is based on PIE measurements of grid cell sizes for the same or similar type
of grid and on PIE measurements of fuel rod diameters for the appropriate type of fuel rod. The
parameters obtained from these tests will be used to develop the fuel assembly models in the
normal manner, and the resulting impact loads will be compared to the grid strengths determined
from the tests. The EOL/BOL grid strength and stiffness ratios obtained from testing of one type
of grid may be applied to the BOL strength and stiffness of a similar design grid to obtain its EOL
strength and stiffness. For example, BOL/EOL ratios obtained from testing the original CE
16x16 NGF mid grid may be applied to the BOL grid strength and stiffness of the MOS/OST/

Ia"c grid to determine the MOS/OST/[ ]a1c EOL grid strength and stiffness.

2) Consistent with a recent Westinghouse submittal (Reference 6) for the AP1000 Pressurized Water
Reactor, in lieu of still water damping, credit is taken for damping caused by the water flowing
through the fuel assembly. The increased damping associated with flowing water is a well-known
phenomenon. As discussed in Reference 6, considerable data are available in the open literature
and from testing performed within Westinghouse that show consistent results regardless of fuel
assembly design. Nevertheless, specific tests of a CE 16x16 NGF design will be performed to
explicitly account for any effects associated with the basic CE configuration of five large guide
tubes rather than many more smaller guide thimbles. The tests will be performed by plucking and
releasing the approximate center of the fuel assembly in flowing water over a range of velocities
and temperatures and measuring the displacement time history, from which damping as a function

AP1000 is a trademark or registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC in the United States and

may be registered in other countries throughout the world. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly

prohibited.
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of flow and temperature can be determined. The damping value that is appropriate for the plant
specific operating conditions, including the [

Ja.C will be used in

the core seismic analyses of EOL fuel assemblies. Similarly, damping values derived from
flowing water testing will be used for BOL fuel assemblies.

3) If necessary to perform a coolability analysis because predicted grid impact loads on peripheral or
inboard fuel assemblies exceed the grid strengths, the flow area reduction used in the coolability
analysis will be based on maximum credible grid deformation rather than maximum hypothetical
deformation. Maximum hypothetical deformation results from loads that are significantly greater
than predicted loads and therefore is overly conservative. Maximum credible deformation will be
determined by applying a load that bounds the maximum predicted load, but is not overly
conservative.

The less significant exceptions to CENPD- 178-P are related to forced vibration testing of fuel assemblies.
The standard Westinghouse fuel assembly forced vibration test technique will be used for all CE fuel
assemblies. In the standard Westinghouse test, the fuel assembly is excited near its center rather than at
its lower end, and the excitation may be applied by an electromechanical shaker rather than by a hydraulic
shaker. Since damping will now be obtained from the flowing water test described above, the remaining
purpose of the forced vibration test is to obtain fuel assembly natural frequencies, and the Westinghouse
forced vibration test is well suited to do that.

3.3 CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE APPROACH TO ADDRESS CONCERNS
RAISED BY NRC INFORMATION NOTICE 2012-09

The methodology described in the preceding will be used to address the concern raised by the NRC staff
in IN 2012-09 to determine appropriate structural analysis of fuel assemblies for seismic and LOCA
loading for all CE fuel types.

EOL parameters used in the development of the fuel assembly models are to be determined by testing fuel
assemblies that have spacer grids with gapped cells and by testing individual spacer grids that have
gapped cells to simulate EOL conditions. With minor differences, as described above, the tests are to be
performed as described in CENPD- 178-P. The EOL parameters are to be used in the manner described in
CENPD- 178-P to develop the fuel assembly models that are then used in the EOL reactor internals and
full core seismic/LOCA analyses. Tests are also to be performed on spacer grids in accordance with
CENPD- I 78-P. except with gapped cells, to determine EOL strengths.

Damping is to be determined by performing pluck tests in flowing water. The fuel assembly model
developed using the EOL parameters, the flowing water damping, and the EOL grid strengths will be used
as described in CENPD-178-P to perform plant specific analyses to demonstrate compliance at EOL with
the criteria contained in CENPD-178-P. Flowing water damping may also be used in BOL analyses. In
the event that the analyses indicate that grid crush could occur, the flow area reduction used in the ensuing
coolability analysis will be based on maximum credible grid deformation.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

Three evolutionary design changes to the CE 16x16 NGF mid and IFM spacer grids described in WCAP-
16500-P-A (Reference 1) have been presented. These changes, if implemented together, will increase
GTRF margin at the most limiting location on the current CE 16x16 NGF mid grids, will improve the
resistance to crud formation, and will improve fabricability of mid and IFM grid straps. These changes
will have very small or negligible effects on the thermal/hydraulic and mechanical performance of the
spacer grids and the fuel assembly. None of the design criteria has changed, and no new methodologies
are required as a result of these design changes. The only restriction on implementation of these changes
is that I a.I will not be implemented unless the MOS change is also implemented. The continued use
of the original CE 16x16 NGF design, as described in Reference 1, is also acceptable.

In response to concerns raised by NRC IN 2012-09 pertaining to EOL fuel assembly properties, a few
modifications to the seismic/LOCA methodology described in CENPD-178-P (Reference 3) are required.
Specifically, fuel assembly structural tests and spacer grid tests are to be performed with gapped grid cells
to simulate EOL conditions. Damping is to be determined from a test performed in flowing water to more
realistically simulate conditions during operation. Application of the test results in seismic/LOCA
analyses will be in the normal manner described in CENPD-178-P (Reference 3). Maximum credible grid
deformation will be used to determine the flow area reduction for coolability analyses that will be
required if predicted grid impact loads exceed grid strengths. This approach is applicable to CE 16x16
NGF and to other CE designs.
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